Clusters in Liquid Fatty Acids: Structure and Role in Nucleation.
Saturated fatty acids are used in many consumer products and have considerable promise as phase change materials for thermal energy storage, in part because they crystallize with minimal supercooling. The latter property correlates with the existence of molecular clusters in the liquid; when heated above a threshold temperature, clusters do not immediately re-form on cooling, and supercooling results. Raman spectroscopy, density functional theory calculations, and small-angle X-ray scattering were used to reveal the size, structure, and temperature dependence of the clusters. We found that the liquid phases of fatty acids contain some ordering at all temperatures, with the molecules showing, on average, short-range alignment along their long axes. At temperatures below the threshold temperature for increased susceptibility to supercooling, clusters of more highly ordered fatty acid dimers, several hundred molecules in size, exist in the liquid. Within these clusters, the alkyl chains of the fatty acid dimers are essentially completely inserted between the alkyl chains of their longitudinal neighbors. Above the threshold temperature, fatty acid clusters are smaller in size and number. We explored how the fatty acid clusters promote bulk crystallization and show quantitatively that their presence reduces the energy barrier to crystal growth, likely by a particle-attachment-type mechanism.